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for food in  water something like  a  Spoonbill, and can
swim, but this latter is not an   exceptional accomplish-
ment., being common to   waders generally.    The spread-
ing of the wings   undoubtedly has a terrifying  effect in
some instances, as I have seen a Golden Plover frightened
by it, as also  a  Bantam  Hen ;   but some birds—a Rail,
Ruff, and Pitta, did not seem alarmed at  the Snipe's de-
monstrations,    I was told,   however, of  a Squirrel which
was  seen  to  be   scared thereby,   when it  came   across
one of these birds in one of the aviaries in the Calcutta
Zoo, and I know of a case in a   private   aviary   where
a ct Painter" escaped destruction when some other birds
were killed by a rat.   It seems, therefore, that this gesture
is a protective one.    At the same time I have no doubt
that the   natives  who  told   Mr.   Hume that the  birds
showed off to each other in this way in the breeding-season
were quite correct in their statements, as I have more than
once noted cases in which various birds used  the same
gestures   to   express  anger or   fear  as they  display in
courtship.    As the male "Painter" is the inferior sex, it
would be interesting   to know  if he sits on the eggs, as
the similarly   degraded  males of  the Button-Quails do.
The bird  breeds,   in  one  place or   another, almost the
whole year through; and in specially favourable localities,
with   a  suitable   water-supply,   there seem   to be two
broods a year.    The nest is usually a pad of grass, etc.,
on the ground^   but   it  may be a mere   depression,   or
raised up on the grass on which it is built.    There are four
eggs, smaller than those of the true snipes, of a more or
less  stone-colour, with   large  markings of dark  brown,
almost   black.     The   chicks   are   clad in  buff-coloured
down with   dark  brown   stripes, and will  take to  the
water readily.    The female " Painter" has the windpipe
much, longer than the male, and disposed in a loop, but
I have not noticed the alleged difference in her note.

